ABSTRACT

Talented young artists are everywhere. The problem with newborn talents is they have to be discovered first before the world can appreciate their artistic greatness, before they earn the amount of money they deserve, before they make a name for themselves and be a well-respected artist. Sometimes, they even have to compete with the more popular artists.

An artist wants to sell his limited edition digital merchandise to his large fanbase. He doesn’t know how to create multiple unique digital copies of each merchandise, and he doesn’t have marketing skills and lastly, the time required to manually process each sale. This is a problem that Vention can help any artist with.

Nora is a superfan of Band X that recently sold a limited number of their merchandise. Nora failed to secure the merchandise and is willing to pay a little higher than the original price to get her hands on it. Bob is selling his newly-acquired Band X merchandise because he needs the money. The problem is Nora and Bob don’t know each other. Bob posted it online but Nora did not find the post.

These problems will be solved by a digital marketplace that focuses on artists and their creations. Vention is a secure platform that would let anyone create, buy, sell or collect digital merchandises while collecting very minimal platform fees.
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MISSION

Make it easier for local artists to sell their creations without the need by connecting them to art collectors, and existing fans through the use of blockchain technology while minimizing commissions they normally have to pay by eliminating the middleman.

VISION

A world where artists play on a level playing field which is the Vention platform. A large and active userbase that is made up of artists, fans, collectors, and speculators.
A digital place where buyers and sellers meet one another to transact is called a marketplace. Some marketplaces allow game items. Here at Vention, artistic merchandise, collectibles, and memorabilia will be prioritized since Vention is a platform for local artists.

Sellers will also have the option of selling physical art bundled with their original NFT such as paintings, sculptures, etc. Vention will hold on to the physical art, while it is being sold on the marketplace. Once sold, Vention will handle the shipping to the buyer. This would cost a little bit more, but is still cheaper compared to traditional methods. All physical arts will be insured for both buyers, sellers, and Vention's peace of mind.

**TOKEN**

- **Token Name:** Vention
- **Symbol:** VNT
- **Decimal:** 18
- **Supply:** 1,000,000,000
- **Contract:** 0x2f053e33bd590830858161d42C67e9E8A9390019

Vention is an ERC20 token on the Binance Smart Chain that would fuel the Vention ecosystem. Transactions on the Vention platform such as NFT creation, trading, selling, and buying will be completed using Vention tokens. A very minimal platform fee will be deducted from each successful NFT sale.
**TOKENOMICS**

Total Supply 1,000,000,000 VNT

- 35% Treasury Fund “Locked Token”
- 20% Token Sale (Private and Presale)
- 20% Burn Token
- 10% Team Allocation “Locked Token”
- 10% Liquidity (Pancakeswap)
- 5% For Emergency
Vention (VNT) is an ERC20 (BEP20) token that will run the Vention ecosystem that includes the marketplace and NFT creation platform. Without VNT, buying, selling, trading, NFT creation, or promotion, will be impossible. Transactions made within the ecosystem require Vention tokens as payment for using the services offered by the Vention ecosystem.

Vention has a finite supply of 1 billion tokens. It is non-mintable, and the smart contract has no lock function. An independent auditing firm will verify and certify when we launch.

**Vention has 2 mechanisms for stabilizing the price of its tokens.**

**First Mechanism** - Manual Liquidity Addition Vention tokens collected through the ecosystem as fees will be added manually to the liquidity pool from time to time to help stabilize the token prize and to avoid high slippage and price impact during transactions.

**Second Mechanism** - Token Burning Reducing the maximum token supply is the oldest way of stabilizing or even increasing the price of tokens since it was introduced into the ERC20 tokens. If done correctly, token burning can even increase the price of tokens tenfold.
NFT Farming

It is public knowledge that most NFTs are useless. They are nothing but useless expensive pieces of digital art. Vention refuses to be categorized as a creation platform of useless NFT tokens. Our intention is to bring valuable and collectible NFTs into the blockchain space, not to create useless NFTs.

In accordance to our mission and vision, we are introducing the Vention NFT Staking platform. Owners of whitelisted NFTs on the Vention platform can soon stake their NFTs to earn Vention tokens.

The annual percentage rate (APR) will depend entirely on the monetary value and rarity of the NFT being staked. Only whitelisted NFTs are allowed to be staked. This is a security measure to avoid intellectual property violations.
SEASON ONE
- Whitepaper Release
- Private sale and Presale
- Official Launching
- Pancakeswap Listing
- Social Media Team

SEASON TWO
- Coinmarketcap and CoinGecko Listings
- Focus on Marketing Expansion
- Development of NFT Application
- Listing on Multiple Exchanges
- Strategic Marketing Campaign
- Media Partnerships

SEASON THREE
- Launching of NFT Application
- Community Expansion
- Tied-Up Local Celebrity Poster NFT collection
- Tied-Up PBA cardS NFT collection
- Tied-Up Vlogger Video NFT Collection
- Tied-Up with Local Music Artist NFT Collection
- NFT Sales

SEASON FOUR
- Launching of NFT Trading Marketplace
- Launching of NFT Farming
- Continuous Selling of NFTs
- Partnerships with Various Local Industries
- Community Project
- Listing in Top Exchanges
- Future Developments
The goal of Vention, like any other platforms, is to expand its userbase and reach. Vention started in the Philippines and aims to attract local artists first, but is not limiting itself to serving local artists, instead it aims to be the first artists-focused marketplace with a global reach.

Soon, Vention will be popular as it continues to attract more and more artists. And that will happen, because the Vention platform is secure, efficient, and user-friendly.
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